Abstract-This paper describes the WiLI-2018 benchmark dataset for monolingual written natural language identification. WiLI-2018 is a publicly available, 1 free of charge dataset of short text extracts from Wikipedia. It contains 1000 paragraphs of 235 languages, totaling in 235 000 paragraphs. WiLI is a classification dataset: Given an unknown paragraph written in one dominant language, it has to be decided which language it is.
I. INTRODUCTION
The identification of written natural language is a task which appears often in web applications. Search engines want to provide users websites which are relevant to them. Content which the users can't understand is automatically less relevant. It is crucial for machine translation, sentiment analysis and text summarization algorithms to know the source language. In the case of document classification with documents of multiple languages one could train one classifier per language, but to do so a reliable language identification is necessary. OCR systems improve their recognition by applying knowledge of the language of the scanned document.
While a couple of publications are available for written natural language identification[HBB + 06], [TS05] , [BL10] , [LLB14] , none makes the used benchmark dataset publicly available and easy to access. Publicly available datasets are important to make research reproducible. They allow the community to analyze problems systematically and provide a possibility for fair comparison of available solutions.
WiLI can be used to train models for language identification, for benchmarking those models and for identifying unknown languages.
It is created with data from the free encyclopedia Wikipedia. Hence it is expected that models which achieve good results on WiLI do not necessarily achieve similar results on colloquial language document such as Twitter or Facebook posts. Also, the dataset contains mostly natural language. This includes constructed languages such as Esperanto, Ido, Interlingua and also dead languages like Latin, but excludes artificial languages such as HTML and XML, L A T E X, JSON and Markdown.
Also, WiLI-2018 has exactly the same languages in the training set as in the test set. So it is not necessary to predict unknown languages. In a real setting, unknown languages can appear. 1 See appendix for detailed instructions how to obtain the data.
II. WRITTEN LANGUAGE BASICS
A language is a system of communication. This could be spoken language, written language or sign language. A spoken language can have several forms of written language. For example, the spoken Chinese language has at least three writing systems: Traditional Chinese characters, Simplified Chinese characters and Pinyin -the official romanization system for Standard Chinese.
Languages evolve. New words like googling, television and Internet get added, but written languages are also refactored. For example, the German orthography reform of 1996 aimed at making the written language simpler. This means any system which recognizes language and any benchmark needs to be adapted over time. Hence WiLI is versioned by year.
Languages do not necessarily have only one name. According to Wikipedia, the Sranan language is also known as Sranan Tongo, Sranantongo, Surinaams, Surinamese, Surinamese Creole and Taki Taki. This makes ISO 369-3 valuable, but not all languages are represented in ISO 369-3. As ISO 369-3 uses combinations of 3 Latin letters and has 547 reserved combinations, it can at most represent 17 029 languages. As of January 2018,
III. BENCHMARK DATASETS FOR LID
The ALTW 2010 dataset [VRL10] makes use of different language Wikipedias. It artificially concatenates sections of articles in different languages. This dataset was created to benchmark multilingual language identification for 74 languages. This dataset is publicly available at http://people.eng.unimelb.edu.au/ tbaldwin/etc/altw2010-langid.tgz.
The Language Identification in Code-Switched (CS) data shared task [SBM + 14] is a dataset which consists of four language pairs (Modern Standard Arabic -Dialectal Arabic, Mandarin -English, Nepali -English, Spanish-English) for which data was collected mostly from Twitter. The task is to label each token with one of five labels: lang1, lang2, other, ambiguous, mixed or named entity. In this case, other refers to emoticons, punctuation marks and numbers, ambiguous to words which belong to both language and mixed to words which are a mixture of both languages. This dataset only covers language pairs and only has four pairs.
The VarDial Workshop 2014 had a shared task for discriminating between similar languages and language varieties (DSL) [ZTLT14] . There were six groups of languages: Another idea how to evaluate language identification is to take Machine Translation dataset. For example, Europarl-v7 contains 21 languages and 60 million words per language [Koe05] .
WiLI-2018 covers more languages than any of those datasets. It is balanced and easier to obtain (see Appendix).
IV. HOW WILI WAS CREATED
WiLI consists of paragraphs from different language Wikipedias. The Random page feature was used via the Python wikipedia package [Gol14] to obtain a page. The markup was stripped, the text was split at headers and at newlines.
Leading and trailing whitespace characters was removed from the result and consecutive whitespace characters were replaced by a single whitespace. • German, Bavarian, Low German, Palatine German, Ripuarisch, Alemannic German, Pennsylvania German
• Belarusian, Belarusian (Taraschkewiza)
• Kurdish, Central Kurdish
• Indonesian, Minangkabau, Banyumasan, Banjar, Sundanese, Javanese
• Languages spoken in India: This is one example why characters which are not typical for one language can appear in it. In this case, Cyrillic characters and special IPA symbols.
It is, however, expected that those characters appear less often than the ones which form the language. Hence the set of most common characters C θ with coverage θ ∈ (0, 1] of a language can be formed as follows: 1) Count all characters c ∈ C. The number of occurrences of c is denoted by n c ∈ N.
2) Sort the characters descending by n c 3) Define the minimum desired coverage as Σ θ := θ · c∈C n c 4) Initialize C θ as an empty set and a counter n = 0 5) Go through all characters. Add the character to C θ if the n < Σ θ . Increase n by n c .
For English, this leads to
, -, ., 01234789, k, v, x} and ABCDEFGHIJLMNOPRSTW
• |C 1.00 | = 239; including Arabic and Cyrillic letters and others.
Please note that C 0.99 still misses the characters KQUVXYZjq.
Especially the missing Y is most likely an effect of the source of the data. I expect Y and I to appear much more often in personal texts due to You and I.
C 0.99 is for most languages between 41 characters (Lojban) and 150 characters.
There are only 9 languages in the dataset for which C 0.99 contains at least 150 characters:
• Amharic (280 characters), Ge'ez script • Min Dong (762 characters)
• Korean (1158 characters)
• Japanese (1630 characters)
• Cantonese (2519 characters)
• Standard Chinese (2814 characters)
• Wu Chinese (3249 characters)
• Literary Chinese (3324 characters) Figure 1 shows how many characters the other languages have.
The fact that those 9 languages have so much more different characters suggests to treat those different.
The number of characters per paragraph shows that Tibetan has an average count of characters per paragraph of 2084 which is far bigger than any other language. Languages with many symbols are expected to have less characters per paragraph. Another reason for the differences seen in Figure 2 could be writing styles and topics about which was written.
VII. ERRORS AND PROBLEMS OF THE DATASET
The following kinds of problems were observed in the dataset: belongs to German because of 1. Auflage and Erstausgabe which indicates that everything else are just names. 
A. Language Groups by Script
A major difficulty in building a system for written natural language identification is the size of Unicode 10.0. With 136 755 characters, the feature space is large. This information can be used in several ways:
• Feature Engineering: For a given range which only contains one language, all Unicode code points can be mapped to the first character of that range. This would reduce the feature space.
• Hierarchical Classification: A first classifier could try to identify the 15 languages which have their own Unicode blocks. For the 8 blocks which contain multiple languages one could make 8 other classifiers which have a very reduced feature space and much less classes to distinguish.
B. Single-Character Frequency Analysis
The analysis of the distribution of single characters is used for many years in cryptanalysis and known as frequency analysis [Gai14] . The most simple approach to use frequency analysis for the identification of the language of a text defines a set C of characters of interest, counts them for a corpus for each language and compares the character distribution for each language with the character distribution in the text of an unknown language.
The two open choices in this approach are the choice of characters in C and the choice of a distance function: The percentage in the "High Coverage" column denotes the amount of training data which is covered by characters in the Unicode block. The column "Next coverage" denotes the maximum training coverage any other language has in the given Unicode block.
f is applied to the character frequency distribution measured in the unknown text and the character distribution of the language. It returns how close the unknown texts character distribution is to the candidate language.
One way to define a character set is to count each character in the training set by language. Then order the characters descending by the number of occurrences in that language and take enough characters to reconstruct at least θ ∈ (0, 1] of the languages training texts. A special other character is used for all other characters. Thus C is the union of all languages C θ .
An intuitive choice for f is the inverse discrete overlap
which measures the overlap of the probability distributions x and y. ido is a metric [Tho17b] and almost equivalent to the L1 norm / city block distance when x and y are discrete probability distributions:
The city block distance and 8 other metrics were compared against each other in Table III 
C. Character tf-idf Features and MLP Classifier
Character-based term frequency-inverse document frequency (tfidf) features with a minimum absolute occurrence of 100 times in the training dataset are used. The resulting 2218 features are L2 normalized.
A multilayer Perceptron with one hidden layer of 512 neurons followed by the ReLU activation function and an output layer of 235 neurons followed by softmax is used as a classifier. This network has 1 256 683 parameters. The cross-entropy loss function and the Adam optimizer [KB14] are used. The model is trained for 20 epochs with a mini-batch size of 32.
This model achieves a test set accuracy of 88.30 % with 23 min of training. The complete test set was evaluated within 2.5 min. Figure 4 shows a confusion matrix which was optimized with confusion matrix ordering (CMO) as introduced in [Tho17a] . It clearly shows that many that were predicted to be English had a ground-truth which is not English. A manual investigation shows that for many of those, the classifier was either right or it is reasonable to predict English due to Item (E1). A similar, but not as strong pattern can be seen for Russian.
X. COMPARISON OF AVAILABLE SOLUTIONS
Ready to use tools for language identification support different sets of languages. Simply taking the accuracy could draw a skewed picture of the quality of the software. For this reason, every classifier is described by the class-wise precision, recall, F 1 -Score and the overall accuracy. The class-wise precision is precision(c) = predicted class c and is class c predicted class c , the class-wise recall is defined as recall(c) = predicted class c and is class c is class c .
A high precision for class c means that one can trust the prediction of the classifier if c was predicted. A high recall for class c means one can rely on the classifier to find examples of class c. But a classifier could simply always predict class c, so only recall is meaningless. Hence the F 1 score is used to combine both. The F 1 -score is the harmonic mean of both, precision and recall:
Languages which are more influential like English, Russian or French are expected to have a lower precision on this dataset as there are red herrings such as Items (E1), (E2) and (E4). Also languages like German which have a lot of close languages such as its dialects are expected to have a lower precision.
A. Textcat
TextCat is the name of the software which implements the n-gram approach described in [CT94] . The implementation of NLTK 3.2.5 [Pek01], [SKL09] was used.
The TextCat implementation works as follows.
First, create language fingerprints:
• Remove punctuation
• The text was tokenized into word-tokens
• Trigrams are counted Then, apply the same process for a new text. Compare each of the language fingerprints with the text of unknown language fingerprint. Use a rank-order statistic called outof-place measure. The language with the least distance is predicted.
There are four drawbacks of this approach:
• It is unable to predict that it doesn't know a language.
• It does not consider the script of the text.
• The out-of-place measure is not well-suited to the problem as the less-common n-grams will have an arbitrary outof-place measure.
• While some n-grams are rare, they could at the same time be a strong indicator for the language. For example, über is a strong indicator for German as it is the German word over and contains an umlaut. Hence tf-idf features are better suited.
B. Compact Language Detector 2
Compact Language Detector 2 (CLD2) is an Apache 2.0 licensed C++ project.
CLD 2 uses a Naïve Bayes classifier and one of three different token algorithms:
• Unicode scripts such as Greek and Thai that map one-toone to detected languages: the script defines the result
• 80 000+ character Han script and its CJK combination with Hiragana, Katakana, and Hangul scripts: single letters (unigrams) are scored
• other scripts: sequences of four letters are scored Preprocessing:
• lowercased Unicode letters and marks
• deleting digits, punctuation
According to the Python binding provided by Michael McCandless and Greg Bowyer, CLD-2 supports 282 languages. The Python binding, however, only predicted 100 languages at least once for WiLI-2018.
CLD-2 confuses Serbian, Bosnian and Croatian. Another difficult group of languages is Malay and Indonesian for CLD-2. Swedish is confused 28 out of 500 times with Bokmål and CLD-2 classified Danish as Bokmål 30 out of 500 times.
C. langdetect
langdetect is a Python wrapper created by Michal Danilak for the Java library language-detection [Nak15]. Both, langdetect and the language-detection library is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 and was created in 2010 by Cybozu Labs, Inc. language-detection supports 55 languages. It uses character n-gram features and a Naïve Bayes classifier [Nak10] . They added a noise filter and character normalization.
For langdetect, the hardest group of classes is Korean, Literary Chinese and Standard Chinese. For Standard Chinese, it has a recall of only 51 %.
Modern Standard Urdu has a recall of only 89 % as it is often confused to be Arabic.
In the reduced dataset that contained only the 55 languages supported by langdetect, only two samples were predicted to be unknown languages.
D. Online Services
There are multiple online services for language identification.
The Xerox Language Identifier Web Service is able to detect 80 languages (see Page 9).
detectlanguage.com is a web service which allows its users to detect the language of a text snipped via a POST request. The service knows 164 languages, of which the following 42 languages are not within WiLI-2018 (see Page 8) and WiLI-2018 contains 89 languages which are not within detectlanguage.
Detectlanguage uses CLD2 as one component for language detection.
The Google Cloud Translation API supports 104 languages.
E. langid.py
Langid.py is a Python project under BSD license. It supports 97 languages which it trained with data from JRCAcquis, ClueWeb 09, Wikipedia, Reuters RCV2 and Debian i18n [Lui17] , [LB12].
Langid.py uses LD feature selection [LB11] and a Naïve Bayes classifier.
XI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
WiLI-2018 can be used to evaluate systems for written language identification of 235 languages. 4 CLD-2 is by far the fastest LID system and supports 100 languages. If support for more or other languages is needed, then lidtk [Tho18b] in combination with WiLI-2018 is a starting point.
Future work with WiLI-2018 includes the evaluation of RNNs and Markov Models, building a classifier which can reliably distinguish known from unknown languages and examining the influence of text length and number of samples on the efficacy of different classifiers. The last two points are extremely relevant for minority languages. 4 English, however, should be ignored due to Items (E1), (E2) and (E4) The data is published under the ODbL license. If you use the WiLI dataset, please cite this paper.
The zip archive contains all data as four UTF-8 encoded CSV files (x_train.csv, y_train.csv, x_test.csv, y_test.csv). Each line of the x_train.csv / x_test.csv files contains one paragraph with at least 140 Unicode code points written in one language. That laguage is provided in y_train.csv / y_test.csv as ISO 369-3 code if available, otherwise as the Wikipedia code.
LANGUAGES
The following 235 languages are part of the WiLI dataset:
ISO 369-3 codes of languages not in WiLI: abn, ach, agr, aka, als, ami, amr, arb, ayr, azj, bam, ban, bba, bcc, bis, buc, byv, cbr, cha, cmn, cnh, crs, csa, ddn, dhv, dyu, dzo, emk, eml, ewe, fij, fri, frr, fub, fud, gaz, gjn, gkn, got, gsc, gug, guw, haw, hil, hmo, hne, ivv, kal, khk, kjh, kmr, knc, knn, kpv, kri, lld, lms, lnc, loz, lua, lus, mcd, mfe, mho, mic, mly, mus, naq, nbl, nde, nia, nmf, nya, nyk, ojw, ood, pau, pbb, pbu, pcm, pes, pih, pis, plt, pms, pon, prq, prs, prv, quh, rar, rnd, sot, src, srm, srr, ssw, sum, sus, swb, swh, teo, tig, tos, tsc, tso, tvl, tzc, tzm, umb, uzn, ven, yaf, ydd, zul LONG RESULTS
CLD-2
Char-distribution 
